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The equivalence of the covariant renormalization and the partial-wave renormalization (PWR)
approach is proven explicitly for the one-loop self-energy correction of a bound electron state in the
presence of external perturbation potentials. In particular, no correction terms to the non-covariant
PWR scheme are generated for Coulomb-type screening potentials. Implications with respect to




The partial-wave renormalization (PWR) approach has been proposed a few years ago [1,2] as a convenient method
of non-covariant, numerical renormalization for bound-state QED calculations. It has been successfully applied
rst in exact numerical calculations of the self-energy correction and vacuum polarization correction of order 
[1{4] and further applied in exact calculations of QED-corrections of order 2 [5,6]. A fair agreement between the
results obtained within dierent numerical approaches can be stated (see, e.g., the results for the eective self-energy
correction in Refs. [6,7]). Nevertheless, questions about the equivalence between the covariant renormalization and
the numerical PWR scheme, respectively, conjectures about the possible occurance of spurious terms in numerical
calculations of higher-order QED eects have been raised in the past [8,9]. In Ref. [8] this issue has been anticipated
qualitatively in connection with problems encountered in numerical evaluation of the screened Lamb shift when non-
covariant, numerical renormalization schemes are employed. Persson et al. [9] have made a rst attempt to derive such
spurious correction terms to the PWR analytically. To our knowledge this has been the rst and only reference in
which corresponding terms have been presented explicitly. They consider the exact self-energy correction of a bound
electron state in the presence of an additional Coulomb-type screening potential Vc(r) which is treated perturbatively.
Formulating the PWR by employing the Pauli-Villars regularization a generic, regulator-independent correction term,
denoted here by Ea1 , that could contribute to the level shift of a bound state jai is derived from corresponding




haj(Vc(r) − V c) ln(r)jai ; V c = hajVc(r)jai : (1)
Although for the particular situation under consideration the correction term cancels because it occurs with opposite
sign in dierent subgroups of diagrams the authors conjectured that this may not always be the case in calculations of
higher-order QED eects and that PWR and covariant renormalization could lead to results which dier generically
due to terms of the form of Eq. (1).
The question about the possible occurance of spurious terms has received a strong interest in connection with the
recent progress made in exact calculations of the two-photon self-energy corrections in highly-charged ions [10{12].
In a recent paper by Yerokhin [13] it has been argued that the presence of spurious term in the numerical PWR
approach could spoil the applicability of this method in evaluations of the self-energy corrections for low nuclear
charge numbers Z. Partially motivated by a present debate about the existing discrepancies between results for the
irreducible part of the second-order (loop-after-loop) self-energy correction (SESE) for low Z obtained by Mallampalli
and Sapirstein [11] and by Goidenko et al. [12], Yerokhin has performed an independent calculation. Aiming for an
explanation of the discrepancy a numerical calculation of the rst-order self-energy correction in the presence of a
perturbing Coulomb potential is performed. The calculation presented in Ref. [13] conrms the conclusions made
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by Persson et al. [9] about the presence of spurious logarithmic terms in dierent parts of this correction as well as
their cancellation for the particular perturbation potential under consideration (see Table II in Ref. [13]). It is further
conjectured that the PWR approach when it is applied to the irreducible self-energy correction could provide non-zero
spurious contributions as well. The numerical results obtained in Ref. [13] have been compared with analytical results
obtained via the Z-expansion: A t for low-Z leads to an a63 coecient which deviates seriously from the analytical
result obtained earlier by Karshenboim [14]. This touches yet another recent debate initiated by Mallampalli and
Sapirstein [11] about the breakdown of the Z-expansion and the necessity to perform non-perturbative calculations
(in Z) of the two-photon self-energy correction even in the case of hydrogen. While the numerical results for the
irreducible part of the SESE correction provided in Ref. [12] are consistent with the Z-expansion, a fair agreement
between the results of Refs. [11] and [13] has been reported.
Although at a rst glance both issues, i.e., the applicability of the Z-expansion and of the numerical PWR for
evaluations of the second-order self energy seem rather distinct one should note that if spurious terms may occur
eventually within PWR they should contribute signicantly only in the region of low Z. This is supported by the
observation that all results for the irreducible SESE correction in the high-Z region (Z = 70; 80; 92) [10{12] are in
fair agreement.
According to the numerical results presented in Ref. [13] a value for the cubic logarthmic term a63 = −0:652(30)
is deduced from numerical results, which disagrees with the analytical result of a63 = − 827 obtained in Ref. [14].
Meanwhile an independent analytical calculation of the a63-coecient utilizing renormalization-group methods has
been presented [15] which conrms the result of Ref. [14]. It is argued that the diagram being considered as the
source for the deviation, does not contribute to the cubic logarithmic term. This observation is in favour of the
numerical results obtained in Ref. [12] which are consistent with the Z-expansion. For a complete overview of this
eld of research we refer to a recent review presented by Eides et al. [16] and to the references therein. For a current
discussion of (one-photon) self-energy calculations performed to all orders in Z for low-Z hydrogenlike systems we
refer to [17].
In this paper we address the question about the occurance of spurious terms of the generic type (1). Therefore, we
reinvestigate the problem considered in Ref. [9]. The main reason for that is to put into perspective recent speculations
about whether or not the PWR approach may provide reliable results for the complete numerical evaluation of the
two-photon self-energy shift. In conclusion we nd no indication for spurious terms generated by the numerical PWR
method.
II. EQUIVALENCE BETWEEN COVARIANT AND PARTIAL-WAVE RENORMALIZATION
In Ref. [9] a generic correction term between PWR and covariant renormalization contributing to the energy shift of
a bound-electron state jai interacting with a spherically symmetric perturbation potential Vc has been derived within
the Pauli-Villars regularization scheme. The authors obtain a spurious correction term to PWR from the -dependent
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dk fa` (k; ) ; k
0 =
p
k2 + 2 ; (2)
where  denotes the Pauli-Villars regulator. Without going through the details of the derivations given in Ref. [9]
we take Eq. (2) as the starting point of the following considerations. Note that the integral over the momentum k
will be nite for each partial wave ‘. The k- and r-dependence of the integrand ensures a sucient convergence of
both integrals, which allows to interchange the order of integrations. For any nite value r > 0 the integral over k
is suciently convergent, i.e., the integrand falls o as  1=k3 for asymptotic values of k. On the other hand the
contribution to the matrix element arising from the integration over r from r = 0 to some arbitarily small value r = r0
will be negligible. In the following considerations (part A) we keep the usual order of integrations as dictated by the
PWR approach (see e.g. [1]), i.e. that the matrix element should be evaluated before the integration over k.
Suppose we could interchange the summation over ‘ with all the integrations involved, then the correction term




(2‘ + 1)j2` (kr) = 1 (3)
after the integration over r is performed. Accordingly, the PWR approach and the covariant renormalization would
be equivalent leading to identical results for the renormalized energy shift. Thus, one could try to prove explicitly
whether or not Weierstrass’ theorem for uniformly convergent functional series holds in case of the generic correction
term (2). In the following we shall demonstrate that the functional series (2) is uniformly convergent.
A. Proof of uniform convergence
The innite summation over partial waves ‘ may be decomposed into a nite sum 0  ‘  L − 1, with L  1
and the remaining innite sum over ‘  L. Accordingly, it is sucient to focus on the remaining innite sum. For
this purpose we may substitute k = t=(1− t), which transforms the indenite integral over k involved in the generic
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dt fa` (t=(1− t); ) : (4)
As the next step we have to nd an upper bound (majorante) ua` for each term f
a
` of the functional series for all
t 2 [0; 1] and for a xed but large   1 such that
jfa` (t=(1− t); )j < ua` () ;
1X
`=L
ua` () = C
a() < 1 : (5)
If Weierstrass’ criterium of uniform convergence is valid, we can interchange the summation over ‘ with the integration
over t and thus over r as well. However, it is not obvious to nd a convergent majorante series which matches
simultaneously with all the requirements stated above. One key-point is to nd an appropriate estimate for the
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t2 + (1− t)22
i2 ; (6)
where  > 0. We may now employ the following estimates for the two factors involved in the integrand:
p








;   1 ; (7)










 cβ (‘ + 12)
− 53−β [1−O(‘−)] ;  > 0 : (8)
Here a0`,1 denotes the position of the rst maximum of the spherical Bessel function j` and cβ denotes some nite
constant. We should point out that the latter inequality (8) strongly overestimates the function F` by a constant
value, which is even larger than the rst (the largest) maximum of the function itself. We could restore or simulate
the asymtotics by introducing some appropriately chosen convergence factor, e.g., e−µt/(1−t) with  > 0, if needed.

















− 23−β hajrβ (Vc(r)− V c)jai : (9)
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We observe the occurance of Eulers’ Beta function in the expression above as a consequence of the estimates performed.




dt tz−1 (1− t)w−1 = Γ(z) Γ(w)
Γ(z + w)
(10)
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)
 Γ(3)
: (11)
Note that the analytical continuation of the Beta function is provided by the reflection formula for the Gamma
function (see (6.1.17) in Ref. [18])
Γ(w) Γ(1 − w) = −w Γ(w) Γ(−w) = 
sin(w)
; 0 < <fwg < 1 : (12)
A proper ’regularization’, i.e. the correct evaluation of the integral in Eq. (9) is performed by means of an appropriate
choice for the integration contour. The rigorous treatment of the integral (10), when evaluating it for the particular
values z = 3 +  and w = −, is provided by contour integration (see e.g. Ref. [19]). It is performed along
Pochhammer’s closed contour CP on the Riemann surface of the integrand tz−1(1 − t)w−1 and relates the integral
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=
−42
Γ(1− z) Γ(1− w) Γ(z + w) : (13)
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4
jhajrβ (Vc(r )− V c)jaij (2=3 + ; 1=2) : (14)
For 1=3 <  < 1 the sum over ‘ is convergent and can be expressed in terms of incomplete Zeta functions. E.g., one
may choose  = 1=2. Having derived a convergent majorante series the uniform convergence for the functional series
(4) is proven. This allows indeed the interchange of the summation over ‘ with all the integrations involved. As result
the generic correction term (2) is equal to zero. Thus, the spurious logarithmic terms derived by Persson et al. [9]
do not occur. This demonstrates the equivalence between the covariant renormalization and the non-covariant PWR
approach when applied to the problem under consideration.
B. Comment on the missing term
We would like to point out that the evaluation of the correction term (2) as it has been performed in Ref. [9] is
incomplete and the logarithmic correction term Eq. (1) appears as an artifact of the way the expression has been
evaluated. In Ref. [9], Eq. (2) has been evaluated according to limiting process:
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where ~r is some average value of the coordinate r. Following the arguments in Ref. [9] the second term Ea2 vanishes
in the limit K ! 1, while the rst part Ea1 generates the spurious term (1). In contrast to Ref. [9] let us now take











dk k2 j2` (kr)
k′(k + k′)2
jai : (16)
Consider the sum of the second and third term, i.e.:
















The regulator e−µk is introduced for reasons of simplicity in order to guarantee a nite integral over k at the upper
integration limit, if the factor j2` is absent. For nite values of the parameter  this regularization will generate some
large but r-independent constant, which, however, cancels in the matrix element. Similarly, one may include the the
regulator e−µ/k in Ea1 to derive the same result (1).
Now we can employ the same arguments that were used in Ref. [9] for calculating Ea1 . The authors of [9] argue that
the order between the integration over r and the summation over ‘ can be interchanged for the following reasons: a)
the r-independent part of the k-integrand does not contribute to the matrix element haj    jai, and b) the convergence
of the k-integral then does not depend on the Bessel function j2` .
The rigorous treatment of interchanging summations and integrations requires the validity of Weierstrass’ criterion
as we have demonstrated in part A. Although from the mathematical point of view the argumentation in Ref. [9] is
less strict, however, we shall adopt it here with the purpose to pindown the error made in the considerations in Ref.
[9]. Employing the arguments a) and b) above, we assume that in Eq. (17) the summation can be interchanged with
all integrations and limits involved. Using the identity Eq. (3) we arrive at











































To obtain this result we performed the limit  ! 0 in the integrand rst. Expansion of the exponential integral for
small arguments: E1(Kr˜µr ) =








and taking the limit  !1 of Eq. (18) one ends up with
Ea2 + Ea3 =

2
haj(Vc(r )− V c) ln(r)jai : (19)
Thus, we obtain the logarithmic potential term as the remaining cuto-independent contribution after all limits have
been performed. It carries an opposite overall sign and will cancel in the total sum. Moreover, we could introduce
a unique regulator e−µ(1/k+k) in expression (4) and thus avoiding any (unnecessary) decomposition of the k-integral





















































haj(Vc(r )− V c)2

K0(2)− 2K2(2) + 1516
4K4(2) +   

jai = 0 ; (20)
where x = kr. All terms in the curely brackets vanish when the matrix element is evaluated. The calculation
performed above indicates that the occurance of the spurious logarithmic term (and may be others as well) strongly
depends on the analytical and on the numerical treatment of the \remainder terms".
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APPENDIX
Let us consider the functions F`(x; ) = j2` (x)=x
β for values  > 0 and ‘  L  1 over the interval x 2 [0; a`,1].
We adopt the notation of Ref. [18]. Let a`,1 and a0`,1 denote the location of the rst zero and of the rst maximum of

























with  > 0. Obviously, the zeros of the functions F` and j` coincide. For any ‘ > 0 and  > 0 the function F` has
exactly one maximum within the interval x 2 [0; a`,1] located at x = b0`,1, i.e., F 0`(b0`,1; ) = 0 and F 00` (b0`,1; ) < 0.





















< 0 : (A3)
This implies: 1. b0`,1 < a
0
`,1 and 2. F` decreases monotonically over the interval b
0
`,1 < x  a0`,1. Using the dierential
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(a0`,1)
2 − ‘(‘ + 1)
io j2` (a0`,1)
(a0`,1)β+2
< 0 ; (A4)
which holds for all values 0 <  < L, since ‘  1. The fact that F 00` (a0`,1; ) < 0 reveals that F` has its point of





can estimate the value of F` at the position b0`,1 of its rst maximum, which nally provides an upper bound for the
function F` throughout the whole range x 2 [0;1):
F`(b0`,1; )  F`(a0`,1; ) + jF 0`(a0`,1; )j  jb0`,1 − a0`,1j  (1 + )F`(a0`,1; ) : (A5)
Here we used Eq. (A3) and the fact that jb0`,1 − a0`,1j  a0`,1. Finally we arrive at












What the prove is concerned we shall restrict to values 1=3 <  < 1 only.
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